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Green IT Announces Angular Refactor
PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania - Green IT is thrilled to announce it has completed a front end
refactor with an Angular.
This release represents a major leap forward for all features on the Green IT Renewable Energy
OS, offering usability enhancements, responsive UI, faster performance, and a more spacious
layout.
Built and maintained by Microsoft, Angular TypeScript is a front-end structure that transforms
static HTML pages into dynamic user interfaces. Angular is “faster, smaller, and easier to use,”
which explains why Google Adwords, Adsense, Whatsapp, and PayPal have all built their
platforms with Angular.
Angular’s integration of declarative templates, dependency injection, and end-to-end tooling
streamlines the process of building progressive web apps. Angular has quickly soared in
popularity within development communities across the globe.
Green IT Senior Systems Engineer Chris Jensen writes, “As our application complexity grew, we
realized that we needed to take a different development approach to keep moving in the right
direction for the long term. After considering the available options it became clear that Angular
offered many features that would align with our strengths. Our experience has been very positive
with better code organization, readability, and maintainability in a fast-paced group environment.”
With our Angular refactor firmly in place, Green IT has a number of enhancements in the pipeline
scheduled for Q3 and Q4, including enhanced file management integration, new calendar
features, and expanded operational data reporting.

About Green IT
Green IT Energy Applications™ provides software solutions and comprehensive IT services for the
renewable energy industry. Since 2002, Green IT has pioneered technology-driven strategies that optimize
all stages within the lifecycle of an asset, from origination through planning, execution, operations, and asset
management. Green IT’s Smart Software catalog combined with our team’s industry-specific expertise equip
us to add value to assets of any size or class.

